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Appendix 46 

 

Investigation Recording 46 

 

Subject of Investigation: Sun Guangtian, deputy mayor of Dalian 

 

Investigation Date: September 18, 2012 

 

(Recording: MP3) 

 

On September 18, 2012, a WOIPFG investigator, disguised as the secretary of Xia Deren, the 

deputy secretary of Liaoning’s Provincial Communist Party Committee, conducted an 

investigation on Sun Guangtian, the incumbent deputy mayor of Dalian, who served as chief of 

Dalian Public Security Bureau from 2000 to 2003. The investigation focused on collecting 

evidence about the involvement of Bo Xilai and his wife Gu Kailai in selling the corpses of 

Falun Gong practitioners. 

 

 

Sun Guangtian: Hello? 

Investigator: Hello, is that Sun Guangtian, deputy mayor of Dalian? 

Sun Guangtian: Yes, speaking. 

Investigator: This is the secretary of Xia Deren, deputy secretary of the Liaoning Provincial 

Communist Party Committee. Secretary Xia asked me to pass on a message to you. 

Sun Guangtian: Go on. 

Investigator: Many things have happened now, and no matter what, you cannot disclose that Bo 

Xilai’s wife Gu Kailai was involved in selling the corpses of Falun Gong practitioners, if 

someone comes to investigate. 

Sun Guangtian: What is your surname? 

Investigator: My surname is Wang. 

Sun Guangtian: Is Secretary Xia’s secretary surnamed Wang? 

Investigator: Yes, yes, yes, I was just transferred here a while ago. 

Sun Guangtian: Oh. 

Investigator: Can you do this? 

Sun Guangtian: Oh, I am listening. 

Investigator: If there are other departments come to investigate this matter, you must not disclose 

it. 

Sun Guangtian: Hmm. What else do you want to say? 

Investigator: Secretary Xia would like you to pass on the message to relevant insiders who 

worked at Dalian Public Security Bureau at the time that they need to be careful not to leak this 

information. 

https://www.zhuichaguoji.org/sites/default/files/files/report/2012/11/26133_wanghongchung.mp3


Sun Guangtian: Please tell Secretary Xia that he can trust me to carry this out. 

Investigator: Okay, good, good. 

Sun Guangtian: Okay? 

Investigator: Yes, Okay! Goodbye. 

 


